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Birth Of A Legend 
1911–1939
The accepted opening date is  February 27, 1911  — 

records can be sketchy, and one theory has it opening 
on Christmas Eve, 1910 — when the Portobello 
Road’s most famous inhabitant threw wide its doors 
and patrons first flooded in. In one shape or another, 
barring closure in the 80s and 90s, the famous 
building (the road’s only cinema) at number 191 has 
been a beacon of filmgoing ever since. The first film to 
be shown on that wintry day? Henry VIII starring 
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree as the titular monarch. 

In 1910, architect Gerald Seymour Valentin received a commission to 

create a purpose-built cinema on the site of a timber yard in Notting Hill. 

Enthusiasm for ‘electric theatres’ was on the rise throughout London, and 

the Portobello area was already justly proud of its street lighting. What 

better than its own cinema? 

The grand exterior featured brick with a terra cotta facing, ionic pilasters, 

and the famous tower and dome of galvanised zinc (cut off square at the back 

so as not to overlap the roof of the auditorium). Beyond the fairground-

styled box office booth, the interior had the flavour of an Italian baroque 

church: pillars, high ceiling, and a proscenium arch (featuring a map of the 

world); a place of worship for 564 cinema-lovers. 

During the silent era the cinema flourished, except for an awkward 

moment during WWI when the manager, German by birth, was said 

to be signalling to Zeppelins, leading to the doors being stoned and the 

poor fellow interned in a camp. The chances are it was foul 

rumour put about by rival cinema managers. 

The Electric Cinema was retitled the Imperial in 1919, 

serving an avid local audience with three different double-

bills a week, rather than the first-run films of the their 

grander cousins in the West End. A philosophy of rapidly changing 

programmes, and alternative choices, that has coloured the cinema’s 

reputation ever since. During the 20s and 30s the cinema would thrive, 

and by 1946 it was attracting four thousand people a week.

As Head of Cinema for the Soho House Group, one 
of the most important (and interesting) aspects of 
my job is programming — along with Clare Binns of  
City Screen — the Electric. And while perhaps not 
matching the glory days of the 70s, the 2000s have 
seen a new era of cinema-going, with the Electric at 
the forefront (well, we like to think so!).

 When I first saw the Electric, I was struck by the beauty of the 

place, the fire buckets still hanging on the walls — evidence of the 

years of history the cinema possessed. The opportunity to run and 

programme one of London’s oldest, purpose-built cinemas, whose 

reputation reaches across the globe — Norway, New York, Australia 

— doesn’t come around often.

 Researching the cinema’s history has been fascinating, but what 

has made it such a gratifying experience are the people who have 

contributed to this magazine, sharing their stories and memories 

of the Electric and helping to put together the rich tapestry of its 

history. The cinema has been, and I hope always will be, a resolute 

and popular part of the very fabric of Portobello Road: it has survived 

two world wars (and a bombing), garnered world-wide recognition 

for the phenomenal programming in the 70s, and was saved from 

being turned into a Bingo Hall. May it’s next 100 years be as eventful 

as the last. 

 A big thank you to all who have contributed and played a part 

in the Electric Cinema’s centenary year, from the exemplary 

programming team at City Screen Virtual to our print designers 

Mwmcreative and Will at Livewire Design for the website, to all the 

regulars who have made the Electric Cinema such an endearing and 

special place over the years and especially to the current staff, who 

won the 2011 Mynottinghill Best Venue Award, a testament to their 

hard work and dedication.

Mandy Kean

pOrtrAits By chris tuBBs

To commemorate the centenary, a 

series of portaits was commissioned 

of people closely connected with 

the Electric, including former staff, 

locals, and famous patrons. 

www.christubbsphotography.com

cOver signAge designed 

By dAve hucker

Dave started working at the 

Electric in the early 70s. Having 

graduated with an arts degree, his 

many jobs at the cinema included 

designing the signage (cover image) 

that was to stay until the Electric 

closed down in 1983. After Oscar 

Zarate left, Dave’s graphics skills 

found a new outlet, designing the 

‘broadsheet’ style programmes of 

the mid to late 70s. Dave still lives 

around the corner from the Electric, 

but he left the cinema at the end of 

the 70s to become a DJ and run his 

own nightclub.

credits

Editor/writer Ian Nathan

Design Maaike van Neck, 

Maria da Gandra, Mwmcreative, 

www.mwmcreative.co.uk

Website design Will Mayor

Livewire Design, 

www.livewiredesign.com
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intrOductiOn

Portobello Road, early 1900s
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henry viii 

the electric’s first presentation

The first film to be shown at the 

Electric was this silent period 

drama starring Sir Herbert 

Beerbohm Tree as the portly 

English king. Entry was 3d or 

6d, with reserved seating for 

1/-. Admission included both 

a tempting bun and a succulent 

orange, likely care of an early link 

between the cinema and the nearby 

Portobello Market. 

 Beerbohm Tree is a grand figure 

in the English arts, founding RADA 

and being the first to play Professor 

Henry Higgins in George Bernard 

Shaw’s Pygmalion on stage, 

although his tendency to ad-lib 

infuriated the playwright. He was 

the illegitimate father of director 

Carol Reed (The Third Man) and 

grandfather to the late Oliver Reed.

 The film itself, a Shakespearean 

styled biopic running to 

25 minutes, is believed to be lost 

as no prints have ever come to 

light. According to an exclusivity 

deal, prints had to be destroyed 

six weeks after their run finished. 

Director William G. B. Barker was 

more renowned as a producer (he 

only directed four films, including 

a silent version of Hamlet) and the 

founder of Ealing Studios.

During WWI the manager 
was said to be signalling 
Zeppelins from the roof



cheryL DEVLIN 

fruit & veg 

mArket trAder

Cheryl runs the fruit and veg 

stall outside the Electric. Life and 

soul of Portobello Road, Cheryl 

knows everyone by name. A fourth 

generation trader, she has always 

lived around the corner. Back in the 

70s, Cheryl’s mum got her and her 

friends on roller skates dropping 

leaflets through everyone’s 

letterbox about getting the cinema 

building listed. 

Perhaps the Electric’s darkest story, 

it is rumoured serial killer John 

Reginald Halliday Christie worked 

as a projectionist for the cinema 

in the late 40s. However, with 

the absence of payroll records, it 

remains but a “a strong local legend” 

and some historians place him in 

the booth of the nearby Rio.

 Christie murdered up to eight 

women, his wife Ethel included, 

strangling them at his flat at 10 

Rillington Place in Notting Hill 

(since demolished) where he also 

interred the bodies. Suffering a gas 

attack as an infantryman in WWI, 

Christie claimed to be unable to 

speak out-loud, and this horrible, 

whispering villain rendered 

his victims unconscious with 

household gas, before raping and 

strangling them. He was caught and 

hanged in 1953. A particularly grisly 

episode depicted in the Richard 

Attenborough movie 10 Rillington 

Place in 1971. A role the actor found 

deeply troubling. 

 It is a matter of record that 

the notorious figure had worked 

as a projectionist in Halifax, and 

that fateful address is near to the 

Imperial (as the Electric was then 

known). Former manager Peter 

Howden claimed he had gotten 

to know a retired projectionist 

Mr. Rauschmann, who was 

certain Christie had worked at 

the Imperial. Given he began his 

murder spree in 1943, he might 

well have been projecting films on 

the very days he had killed…

Under the grand title The Imperial Playhouse, the 
Electric weathered the initial wartime order for 
cinemas to close in fear of gathering crowds during the 
Blitz. As London grew resilient to the raids, the day-
to-day life of the cinema carried on. Indeed, if air raids 
commenced during a showing, an announcement 
would calmly flash onto the screen and the audience 
would head for the nearest shelter collecting a refund 
on the way out. Records recall that both Old Mother 
Riley Captures A Quisling and Thunder 
In The City were rudely interrupted by 
German bombers.

 The Imperial Playhouse, one of a chain of eight at the 

time, was still not classified as a first-run cinema, instead 

renting films from a variety of distributors, mixing a pair of news reels with 

second-runs of classics-to-be such as Grapes Of Wrath and His Girl Friday. 

The rapid change over of films hinted at a policy of quantity over quality. 

Government legislation also required a certain percentage of British films 

occupy screens. This led to the rapid production of local films, quantity 

once again ruled quality, and they were dubbed the “quota quicky”.

 Even as postwar austerity dented cinema audiences, the Imperial 

Playhouse defied trends and blossomed. Local servicemen, returning from 

the war hungry for entertainment, were likely drawn to Portobello Road’s 

cheap prices. There was also the plush décor. Most memories from the era 

recall the lustrous tip-up seating, scarlet carpets, and a commissionaire 

dressed in a florid uniform. 

 Shortly after the armistice, there is record of a fire. Hurriedly written 

in the day-books, beneath the day’s screenings of Prison Without Bars 

and Exile Express, is the note “Closed 4.15pm due to fire”. No tickets were 

sold for three months. But the Electric rose again...

the eLectric At WAr 
1939–1945

the Legend Of 
JOhn christie

Was the notorious serial killer 
a projectionist at the electric? 
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During air raids 
audiences headed to 
the shelter collecting a 
refund on their way out.



While the Electric, still known as the Imperial, kept 
to its task of bringing cinema to the good people of 
Notting Hill, the leafy London district was about to 
go through a period of upheaval. Youth culture, in 
all its abrasive forms, and large-scale immigration 
would radically transform the area, bringing violence, 
drugs and new forms of culture, particularly 
musical, to the cinema’s famous doorsteps. 

 In the late 50s, fuelled by racial tensions, the area was dogged 

by rioting gangs, often defined by their musical tastes and 

characterisitic haircuts. Colin MacInnes set his famous novel 

Absolute Beginners against the backdrop of this clash of cultures, later to be 

filmed by Julian Temple. As windows were smashed along Lancaster Road 

and Oxford Gardens, milk bottles a frequent missile, teddy boys posed for 

TV cameras right outside the Imperial.

 As the 60s began, Notting Hill was perhaps more notorious as one of 

London’s chief hash-dealing neighbourhoods than famed as a Mecca for 

cinema-lovers. Then manager of the Imperial Peter Brown, talked of hash 

dealers openly walking Portobello Road. The whole district was going 

downhill: “it really was sleazebag” reported local magazine Friends. 

 Unsurprisingly the ‘bughole’, as the Imperial was dubbed, fell into 

disrepair. But as the outside mood began to soften into a more bohemian 

vibe, the cinema happily joined in, boasting its own “Electric Cinema hippy 

doctor” in Sam Hutt: a genuine medical practitioner who went on to turn 

himself into successful country and western performer Hang Wangford. 

Exactly how he served the cinema patrons is sadly lost to posterity. 

 By now, at the tail end of the 60s, Notting Hill had found its cultural feet 

again, drawing on the positive aspects of a more settled multicultural scene 

to offer an alternative form of cinemagoing. The Imperial was rechristened 

the Electric, with new manager Peter Howden famously installing Winston 

Churchill’s old projectors.

rOBinA rOse

fiLm-mAker & Lecturer

Robina’s life-long love affair with 

film began when she was about 

five years-old and her father took 

her to the Imperial to see a film; 

it could have been Rashomon, she 

thinks. Although living abroad at 

times throughout her life, Robin’s 

home has always been around the  

corner from the Electric. 

nOtting hiLL in fLux 1950–1969

stephen freArs

fiLm directOr

“It was watching films at the fleapit

Imperial Playhouse in the 60s that 

I remember most clearly.”
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In the late 1940s early 50s, when I 

was a boy of nine or ten and living 

above a horse meat shop at 121 

Portobello Road, the weekly treat 

for my brother Kenny and I was an 

evening at the ‘bugole’ (no h’s in our 

vocabularies in those days).    

 The ‘bugole’ was the local name 

for the Electric, and for good reason. 

It was a horrible run-down building 

with a façade covered in posters. 

No movies or films then, just ‘the 

pictures’. The interior was dark and 

dank and in almost total disrepair.  

 Kenny would get a couple of 

shillings from our dad, Minky, and 

off we’d go for an evening watching 

whatever was on. If it was a good 

show like The Lone Ranger plus 

The Three Stooges, then hundreds 

of children would turn up to queue 

down the narrow alley at the side 

of the building. Queue jumping, 

pushing, shoving and shouting 

were the order of the day and 

Kenny would have his work cut out 

keeping our places. Half-an-hour 

later, the bedlam would subside 

as the doors opened and children 

rushed to be the first inside.  

 When the lights went down 

there would be a roar and during 

the picture we’d all cheer for the 

goodies and boo for the baddies.  

Comedies were even noisier than 

westerns, everybody trying to 

out-laugh everybody else.

 There were always a few 

cartoons. And there was always 

fruit, lots of fruit. All of it thrown 

at random across the theatre in 

the hope of hitting somebody 

(anybody) on the head. Portobello 

Road fruit and veg market held a 

never-ending supply of soft fruit.

An evening At 
the BugOLe

Author Alan carter recalls wild 
nights at the electric of the 50s

The district was going 
downhill: “it really was 
sleazebag” reported 
a local magazine

A flyer for the re-run of White Zombie



the eLectric cinemA cLuB 1970s

The Electric Cinema Club first formed under cover of darkness, using the Imperial 
for late night alternative shows on Friday and Saturday evenings, commencing with 
Luis Bunuel’s The Criminal Life Of Archibaldo De La Cruz. So popular were these 
midnight showings, taking more than a whole week’s admissions, they expanded 
to fill the cinema. In 1970, the Club took over the whole premises, refurbishing 
the building to the tune of £50,000 and creating one of the finest independent 
repertory cinemas in the world. Curiously, when they replaced the screen, they 
were delighted to discover the original 1911 screen, painted on the wall. 

It was a heyday fondly recalled by both staff and customers alike. A place where film lovers gathered to watch 

and talk film, soon to become known as London’s friendliest cinema. Intimacy was the keyword, as the staff got 

to know their regulars for good and bad. Geoff Andrew, who worked at the Electric throughout the 70s, 

hilariously recalls the nicknames given to the more eccentric of their customers. Usually with the prefix 

Charlie, they included Charlie Dirty Hands (who wore gloves), Charlie Greasy Hair, Charlie Big Gut, 

Charlie Actor and Charlie Trousers (no one can recall what was significant about his trousers). Charlie 

Pork Pie (down to his hat) would come in every day for years, cut to the front of any queue, and fall sound asleep 

in whatever film he’d paid for. He turned out to be stone deaf. 

 These were the easygoing ones. Blonde Johnny was another sleeper, 

often in the aisles, but if awoken would begin a barrage of swearing and 

offers of violence toward the staff.  On one occassion he even threatened to 

burn down the cinema. Catching him at the box office became a necessity.

 Sudden downpours could also be a bane of the staff ’s life, with the 

cinema’s notorious plumbing creating treacherous floods of sewage in the 

basement, and the fire brigade regularly arriving in the nick of time before 

the Electric’s electrics were blown. 

 Yet it was, as David Puttnam later hailed it, “a temple of cinema”. Here 

was the full breadth of cinema (even if a silent season nearly bankrupted 

them!), and any talking would be met with a sharp shush! A chance to see 

extraordinary double bills: Battle Of Algiers with Duck Soup, Hitchcock’s 

Psycho with John Huston’s Freud. They were the first to show The Texas 

Chain Saw Massacre uncut. They sought, without pretension, to educate 

people in film history. 

eLectric Art

the famously out-there 
programmes designed 
by Oscar Zarate

An Argentinian arts student, Zarate 

turned up at the cinema one day 

in the early 70s and simply asked 

manager Peter Howden if he could 

design the cinema programmes. 

His enormous talent and love of 

film were prevalent in his designs, 

creating iconic brochures, and 

unsurprisingly he went on to 

become a comic-book artist. 

peter hOWden

prOgrAmmer  

riO cinemA dALstOn

Electric Cinema  

programmer/manager  

from 1968 –1981

geOff AndreW

heAd Of fiLm prOgrAmme  

Bfi sOuthBAnk & 

cOntriButing editOr 

Of  time Out

Electric Cinema 

manager/programmer  

from 1977–1982
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It became known as 
London’s friendliest cinema.

Top: cinema lovers gather for a screening. Above: the Electric exterior, mid–70s.



cLint the cAt

the cinema-loving feline 

He just appeared one day, this 

lone black cat, wondering into 

the cinema in the 70s to become 

a regular. Not that he was very 

approachable. “He was pretty 

vicious but always around,” says 

Rob Small. “He would sit on the 

step outside and when someone 

tried to stroke him they got clawed! 

He’d wander around inside during 

films too, people often came out 

to say ‘did we know there was a cat 

in there?’” When the Club finally 

closed, Clint was rehoused with 

Electric stalwart Geoff Andrew, and 

the cine-literate cat, named after 

the movies most famous loners, 

lived onto 22 years of age. 

Left to right

dAvid thOmpsOn

tv Arts dOcumentAry 

prOducer/directOr

Electric Cinema patron then  

manager from 1979–1982,   

and programmer in 1983 

peter BeLL

prOJectiOnist 

Bfi sOuthBAnk

Electric Cinema projectionist   

from 1978–1981

stephen WOOLLey

fiLm prOducer

Electric Cinema patron

from the mid–70s onwards

Left to right

geOrges meisner

OnLine Art 

histOry resOurces

Electric Cinema  projectionist from

1978–1983

rOB smALL

fiLm prOducer 

Electric Cinema front of house 

employee from 1979–1983 

dOn Letts

dJ, musiciAn & fiLmmAker

Electric Cinema patron mid-70s 

onwards,  and vociferous supporter 

of  the Save The Electric Campaign
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the cAmpAign tO 
sAve the eLectric 

threatened with closure, big 
names fought to save the cinema

As Mainline’s unsuccessful attempt 

to turn the Electric into an arthouse 

cinema ended in 1987, and closure 

loomed, local residents and staff 

began a campaign, spearheaded by 

Box Office manager Karen Smith, 

to save their beloved cinema. The 

intention was to buy the cinema 

from Mainline using a trust fund 

and pressure from local MPs.

 “I worked as a cashier when it 

was owned by the Screen group,” 

recalls Jojo Smith, “and we got local 

councillors involved — Labour 

and Tory.  I even managed to get a 

housing trust flat out of it!”

 A petition was mounted, 

gathering 10,000 signatures, 

including some famous names in 

British film: Audrey Hepurn, Tom 

Conti, Frank and  Margy Clark, 

Anthony Hopkins, Alan Bates, 

and Julie Christie. With directors 

Stephen Fears and Nicolas Roeg 

publicly expressing their concern. 

Rumour had it, it was going to 

become an antiques market. 

 In the short term, their efforts 

came to nothing, but the campaign 

placed the Electric back onto a 

public stage, ensuring the return of 

the cinema. Its destiny remained 

to prevail as one of London’s most 

beloved cinemas. 

JOJO smith

Writer, cOmedienne 

& tv presenter

Electric Screen cashier, and 

Save The Electric campaigner

from 1984–1987

reBrAnding And cLOsure 
1980s

With a preservation order obtained in 1972, the future 
of the Electric seemed assured, but the 80s would bring 
a period of turmoil. Firstly, inspirational manager 

Peter Howden decided it was time to lend 
his talents elsewhere and moved onto the 
Everyman. Without its figurehead, an offer 
was accepted from Mainline Pictures to 

buy the cinema, beating out a last-ditch offer from a 
co-operative of staff hoping to keep the spirit of The 
Electric Cinema Club alive. 

 In 1983, Romaine Hart of Mainline took charge and set about renovating 

the building, intent on returning the auditorium to its former glory, and 

adding such modern comforts as air-conditioning, as well as a new screen and 

Dolby stereo sound. At first, audiences were impressed at such newfound 

luxury.  The spruced-up cinema was rebranded as the Electric Screen. 

 But as smart as the cinema facilities were, the change from repertory 

to single-run programming proved too austere for the regulars. The 

Electric Screen lost its personality as a second-run and rep house, trying 

to compete with the first-run arthouse cinemas of the West End. By 1987, 

with box office revenue faltering, it was clear Mainline wanted to sell. 

Worse still, in the words of the managers, the potential new owners had  

“no intention of keeping the building as a cinema” .

 Thus began the Campaign To Save The Electric, mounted by staff, 

local residents and many passionate celebrities. Alas, in the meantime, 

Central Properties took ownership of the building, and despite assurances 

the cinema would be kept open, the Electric closed on May 6, 1987, with 

an appropriately edgy double-bill of Michael Powell’s Peeping Tom and 

Nicolas Roeg’s Performance.

rOmAine hArt

mAinLine cinemAs

Electric  Screen

owner/programmer 

from 1983–1987
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Mainline set about returning the 
auditorium to its former glory

The view from the Electric roof, early 80s



Various reprieves came and went in the early 90s. 
Alison Davis recalls her husband Martin coming 
home, and announcing “I have bought a cinema!” 
to open, naturally, with Cinema Paradiso, as well as 
holding a splendid 40th birthday party for him in the 
auditorium. Amid the flux, in 1992 Pedro Almodovar 
stumbled across a double bill of his work at the 
Electric. The Spanish auteur was spotted by the avid 
movie fans “in the company of a micro-skirted blonde 
of dubious gender”. Naturally, they demanded he 
introduce the screenings. 

Gamely, Almodovar took to the stage and rambled incoherently about the 

film and his love of London, apparently his second home, before announcing 

to a perplexed crowd: “I love New York!”

 The cinema would go through various incarnations 

in the early 90s, and numerous refits, including a set of 

double seats for the romantically-minded movie-goer, 

and a brief time was the UK’s first black cinema. But 

money worries were never far away, and the cinema finally closed  again in 

1993. The Electric was left in darkness for eight years.

ups And dOWns 
1990s
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LOndOn’s cLAssiest cinemA 
2001–present

nick JOnes

ceO sOhO hOuse grOup

“I love the Electric. I moved 

into the area to be closer.”

cLAre Binns

directOr Of prOgrAmming 

city screen virtuAL

“I have been going to see films at 

the Electric for the last 30 years and 

took over programming the cinema 

in 2002 when it reopened with the 

Soho House Group. The Electric has 

been integral in defining my film 

knowledge and taste over the years 

and I’m delighted to be involved 

with the cinema and join in its 

centenary celebrations.”

sAshA geBLer

geBLer tOOth Architects

Electric Cinema refurbishment 

in 1998 & 2002 

In 2001, its colourful history dwindling into the past, 
the Electric looked set to become another anonymous 
retail outlet, with only the Grade II listed exterior 
remaining as a reminder of its glory days. But when 
the neighboring shop became available, a plan was 
mooted to create a luxury cinema and restaurant, a 
new lease of life for the Electric dream. 

 The £2 million cost of redevelopment was funded by local resident and 

entrepreneur Peter Simon (the founder of Monsoon), and following a brief 

period being run by City Screen — and once the restaurant was ready — 

leased to the Soho House Group for its next incarnation: the  Electric.

 The ‘bughole’ of old has been transformed into one of the world’s most 

lavish and user-friendly cinemas. “When you board a plane everyone wishes 

they could turn left (into business class) instead of right — with the  Electric 

we offer film-goers that option,” says Nick Jones of Soho House. “The key to 

the success of the refit was the hi-tech screen.” 

 With the original arch surrounding the screen protected by English 

Heritage, an ingenious expanding monitor was designed so visitors can 

see Cinemascope movies. And with personal comfort in mind, the seating 

was reduced to 98 leather armchairs, and keeping the wry tradition of two-

seater sofas at the rear. Alongside the cinema is the Electric Brasserie, and 

upstairs a private members club.

 Harkening to the famous past, the cinema now programmes a healthy 

mix of current releases, re-runs, cult and classic films.

Pedro Almodovar introduced 
a screening announcing 

“I love New York!” 

sArAh AndersOn

OWner Of the trAveL 

BOOkshOp, BLenheim 

crescent

Sarah started The Travel Bookshop 

in Kensington in 1979 and moved 

it to Blenheim Crescent in 1981. 

A truly specialist bookshop for 

the literary traveller, The Travel 

Bookshop has been as much of a 

mainstay in the local communtiy 

as the Electric, being described by 

Robina Rose as a “cave of dreams, 

inspiring travel in people who 

hadn’t travelled much before”. 

Although Sarah sold the bookshop 

in 1991/1992, she continued to 

work for the new owner until 2004. 

At one point, The Travel Bookshop 

owner bought the Electric but sold 

it on quickly. Sarah’s resounding 

memory of the Electric was her 

50th birthday party in 1997 when 

they took out all the seats and had a 

rave on the rake.
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Archive, LOcAL studies 

kensingtOn & cheLseA 

centrAL LiBrAry

Without the tireless help of 

Dave, Katrina and Tim in the 

Local Studies section of the RBK&C 

Central Library, who hauled 

box after box of Electric related 

documents and photos upstairs 

for us to trawl through, photocopy 

and scan, the whole year’s worth 

of information and indeed this 

magazine would not have been 

possible. Thank you. We salute you!
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